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“Gill Sans is the Helvetica of England. Ubiquitous, utilitarian and yet also quite specific in 

its ability to point to our notions of time and place.” – Ben Archer, Typotheque.com 
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Eric Gill 

Arthur Eric Rowton Gill was born in February 1882 in Brighton, England. He was 

known as a sculpture, printmaker, stonemason and (perhaps most famously) as a 

typeface designer. 

His younger brother was Max Gill, a popular graphic artist. When Eric was 15 they 

moved to Chichester, where he studied at Chichester Technical and Art School but 

three years later he moved to London to train as an architect. Gill soon began to 

realise architecture may not be his area of expertise, so started taking stonemasonry 

and calligraphy night classes. It was here that Edward Johnston, creator of the 

London Underground typeface P22 started to influence him. At the age of 21, Gill 

quit his architectural studies to begin a career as a calligrapher, monumental mason 

and letter-cutter. 
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He later moved closer to his birthplace with his wife and, at the age of 30, Gill 

produced his first commercial success, Mother and Child. Within two years of this he 

was being commissioned to produce sculptures for the Stations of the Cross in 

Westminster Cathedral. 
Around the same time Gill met Stanley Morison, Demond Chute and Hilary Pepler. 

These were the founders of The Guild of St Joseph and St Dominic. 

Gill was still producing paid sculptures and was asked to create a World War One 

memorial by the University of Leeds. He controversially produced a frieze that 

showed Jesus using force to drive away ancient bankers (money-changers) from the 

temple. The concept being that “money men” were key to the start of the war. You 

can still see this today, at the Michael Sadler Building at Leeds University. 

In his early forties Gill moved to Capel-y-ffin in Wales. Here he set up a new 

workshop with his daughter’s husband, who was once a pupil of Gill’s at The Guild 

of St Joseph and St Dominic. But just four years later, Gill moved back to England 

and founded a printing press and lettering workshop in Buckinghamshire. He took on 
many apprentices including David Kindersley, John Skelton, Laurie Cribb, Donald 

Potter and Walter Richie. All of whom went on to have successful careers as 
engravers, sculptors or letterers. 

Never losing his love for sculptors in 1928 and 1929, Gill produced relief sculptures 

for the London Electric Railway (now Transport for London), carved a statue of the 

Virgin and Child for the Marlborough College. 

His design was sometimes controversial, due to its sometimes erotic content. None-

the-less, he was honoured with the highest award a British designer could receive, 



the “Royal Designer for Industry”, by the Royal Society for Arts. 

The Midland Hotel was completed in 1933 by the London Midland & Scottish 

Railway. Designed by Oliver Hill but including works by Gill, Marion Dom and Eric 

Ravilious. 

Gill created two seahorse to overlook the outside entrance, a round plaster relief on 

the ceiling of the circular staircase, a decorative wall map of the north west of 

England and a large strong relief of Odysseus. 

Eric Gill died in November 1940 from lung cancer. He was buried in Speen, the 

home of his printing press and lettering workshop in Buckinghamshire. But by no 

means did his legacy die with him. 
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In 1926, between living in Wales and Buckinghamshire, Eric Gill was asked to create 

a typeface for Douglas Cleverdon, who was opening a bookshop in Gill’s hometown 

of Bristol. Gill painted just the required letters in the bookshop’s window in sans-

serif capitals. Later commissioned by his friend and founder of The Guild of St Joseph 

and St Dominic, Stanley Morison, Gill further developed the typeface. He did this 
with the intention of competing with existing sans-serifs, such as Erbar, Kabel and 

Futura. Gill Sans was released as a full typeface family in 1928 by Monotype 

Corporation. It took just one year for it to be spotted by Cecil Dandridge and 

commissioned as the London and North Eastern Railway’s official typeface. Ironically 

Gill Sans takes inspiration from Edward Johnston, creator of the London 

Underground typeface (P22). They met whilst Gill was taking night classes in 

calligraphy and stonemasonry when he was just 21. 

Gill is also responsible for the less popular ‘Perpetua’ and ‘Joanna’. His intentions 

were to find the perfect balance between body text and headers. He wanted to 

create the ultimate legible sans-serif typeface. 

Whether he succeeded or not is an entirely other debate (perhaps my next book 

will attempt to figure that out!) But for now, looking at Gill Sans’ CV, it would 

appear that it’s either not so successful or still unrecognised as a body font. I’m not 

convinced it doesn’t work as a body font, you see, I am writing this right now in Gill 

Sans and I’m sure you have no trouble reading it. In my opinion, the font never stood 

a change aside the likes of Arial, Times New Roman and Tahoma when it comes to 

body text. Computers have a default selection and unfortunately the more 

decorative, artistic Gill Sans doesn’t get the honour of being chosen.  

The CV is an impressive one. It includes Penguin first editions, London and North 

Eastern Railways, Saab, the BBC and many movies have adopted the typeface. 

Today the typeface is now, mostly, in the public domain. This is a term that 

essentially makes it free to anyone to use and create new versions of to suit their 

needs. I found there to be many horrid digitalised versions out there so be careful 

when using Gill Sans, there are a lot of sneaky fakes out there. 
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Anatomy 

It would be impossible to discuss the body of Gill Sans without mentioning it’s ancestor, P22 

(the face of the Underground), by Edward Johnston. I mentioned before that Gill studied as 

an apprentice for Johnston in 1903, when he was 21, at London’s Central School of Arts and 

Crafts. Many years after this apprenticeship, still good friends with Johnston, Gill decided he 

wasn’t entirely pleased with the P22 typeface. He thought he could do better. 

In 1931 he published this in an essay on typography: 

“The first notable attempt to work out the norm for plain letters was made by Mr Edward Johnston 

when he designed the sans-serif letter for the London Underground Railways. Some of these letters 

are not entirely satisfactory, especially when it is remembered that, for such a purpose, an alphabet 

should be as near as possible ‘fool-proof’… as the philosophers would say—nothing should be left to 

the imagination of the sign-writer or enamel-plate maker”. 

 

Gill Sans ranges from ‘Light’ to ‘Regular’, all the way through to the overly exaggerated ‘Ultra Bold’. 

The bold faces are where most critics are unhappy with the family. They mostly claim it is irregular 

and, unlike most font families, they don’t seem connected. Gill defends his decision to create them 

this way by saying “because every advertisement has to try and shout down its neighbours.” 

Originally designed for headline and advertising, the font is based on Classic Roman give the 

sans-serif a far less mechanical feel.  

The significant differences in P22 and Gill Sans are not instantly noticeable; you could easily pass 

an underground sign written in Gill Sans and not even notice something was wrong. The easiest 

way to describe what Gill did is to image you are cooking with a child. You allow them to do all 

the leg work; they add the ingredients and mix it all together but just before it goes in the oven 

you may want to stick your fingers in, possibly mix it a little more or add a little more water. By 

making himself involved, he allowed Johnston to go wrong so that he may improve upon it. 

Take the uppercase ‘E’ for example, Johnston created the arm and leg to be the same length. 

Gill decided it would be easier to read it as an ‘e’ if the arm the leg and the bar were all equal. 

Perhaps less for legibility and more for decoration, Gill also tailored Johnston’s lowercase ‘t’. 

Originally it had no triangular top; it was very basic and very generic. 

To really make the font his own he decorated each character, only slightly, but enough to be 

able to say “this is mine”. The lowercase ‘r’ in Gill Sans doesn’t have a constant width in it’s 

shoulder. This reinforces the type as a new font altogether, as it is now an entirely new 

classification. The vary in weight turns the originally ‘Lineal’ font into ‘Lineal Humanist.’ 
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 Although widely celebrated and used around the world by professionals, I discovered 

those who opposed the British gem mostly blamed Gill Sans Ultra Bold. Eric Gill 

designed Ultra Bold to be exactly that, over the top bold for display and advertising. 

Another issue I found that lie with Gill Sans lie within it's legibility. In this next 

section I explore a vital crator Gill left out and also play Gill at his own game, 

cooking. » 
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Okay, so before we start: please do not try to contact this email address. It is NOT mine! I would 

feel terrible if there's a guy out there bombarded with emails about Gill Sans. 

Now that that is cleared up, to your left is an example of Gill Sans at it's worst. In his quest for 

the ultimate legible type face, he inadvertently created one of the least legible type faces. There 

are quite a few areas I could delve into here, but the one I chose in particular is the lack of 

contrast in three of the characters.  (the uppercase 'i', lowercase 'L' and the number 'one') 

For some reason, not entirely known, Gill decided he would apply no distinguishing features to 

these three. I personally reckon he ran out of time when producing it for Monotype. Others feel 

it was what he intended to do but I cannot quite understand how he would be happy with it. 

Insufficient testing or perhaps it was a decorative intention. 

We do know that he created the font with the intention having them sitting closely and these 

three characters would have left great big gaps underneath the bars and ears. 
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Fortunately, today we can kern at the click of a button and this is no longer an issue. I 

wonder if Gill would have still created the font the way he did if he knew that this would 

become such a simple thing to put right. Luckily, I did learn something from Eric: let 

someone else do all the hard work and then point out any flaws, fix them flaws, become 

famous. Here’s my attempt at that. 
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Celebrating 85 Years of Gill Sans 

<----------------- Blurb ----------------> 

<----------------- Other Info (Barcode etc.) ----------------> 

 

 


